Learning & Development

Strategic objectives

- **MENTORSHIP PROGRAMME ‘ELEVATE’**
  Enhance professional development, support talent growth and develop skills through our Mentorship Programme, “Elevate,” available to all talents across business units and geographies

- **VIRTUAL GLOBAL ACADEMY**
  Provide talents with an opportunity to attend a diverse online learning event focused on industry trends, ways of working, well-being and professional development

- **DIGITAL UPSKILLING DNA FRAMEWORK**
  Boost the DQ (Digital Quotient) of Project Managers by evaluating current knowledge and skills using structured assessment and providing development resources to increase their digital proficiency

- **LEARNING ACCESSIBILITY**
  Provide equal opportunity and accessibility for all talents to 24/7, on-demand access to learning resources and tools to support their continuous development via a robust Digital Learning Ecosystem

Creating a learning culture; boosting performance

“At mci group, we want to create an environment with no boundaries as to what talents can learn, and no cap on personal growth.”

Avinash Chandarana,
Group Learning and Development Director

---

**Key highlights 2022:**

**MENTORS PROGRAMME — KPI RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGISTRATIONS</th>
<th>AVERAGE RATING SESSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>116 talents</td>
<td>3.87/4 Mentees, 3.87/4 Mentors, 166 hrs Total hours of mentoring completed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GLOBAL ACADEMY — KPI RESULTS**

| Attendance | 640 talents |
| different sessions aligned to our 2022 MWB | 30 |
| Average time per talent spent on learning during Academy | 102 minutes |

**DIGITAL UPSKILLING — KPI RESULTS**

| Number of project managers that completed the DQ self-assessment | 340 |
| Global Digital Quotient Increase from 56>66 (2021 to 2022) | 56>66 |

**LEARNING ACCESSIBILTY — KPI RESULTS**

| Number of talents actively learning through MindTools | 651 |
| Total time spent in MindTools resources (Learning hours in MT) | 40 days, 100 hrs, 10 mins |
| Number of talents actively learning through Switch | 1,947 |
| Total talents that completed our two compliance courses (Data protection training and cyber security training) | 1,657 |

**ONLINE SESSIONS**

| Number of hours of online sessions delivered | 33 hrs |
| Talents that attended at least one online session | 112 talents |
| Total hours received | 3,696 hrs |
The business landscape that we work in today is in constant flux. If organisations aim to engage with their talents, and enable them to grow and advance their careers, a dynamic learning and development programme is essential.

At mci group, we are committed to creating a culture of nurture and continuous learning that equips our talents, and our organisation, with the tools for success. At the heart of this culture is the MCI Institute, our global learning centre of excellence, which focuses on providing accessible learning pathways, resources, and a range of development opportunities for all.

And, whilst these formal learning initiatives, which include global academies and live webinars, are essential, we also recognise the significance of informal and human-centred exchange, such as mentorship, community, feedback, and on-the-job experience.

Our comprehensive digital learning ecosystem augments the institute, and the work-lives of our talents, providing equal opportunities, and access to learning resources, premium content and organic learning communities for employees in any location, at every level.

Together, mci group can learn to shape a more sustainable future, where our talents possess the skills and knowledge to navigate an ever-changing world and create a positive impact within and beyond our organisation.

**SUPPORTING TALENT’S CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT THROUGH A DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM**

Strengthening our Digital Learning Ecosystem ensures equal access to valuable learning opportunities for all talents, regardless of location, role or seniority.

With access to premium educational content via Mind Tools, interactive online sessions led by experts, and learning modules hosted on our Learning Management System (LMS) ‘Switch,’ our talents are empowered to expand their knowledge, acquire new skills and stay updated on industry trends without physical or geographical boundaries.

**FOSTERING DIGITAL AGILITY THROUGH CONSISTENT DQ ASSESSMENT**

Building upon our 2021 foundation, the Digital Native Framework (DNA) has evolved to focus on our project managers’ top three job priorities and the specific digital skills they need to effectively pursue them.

As part of the programme, Project Managers’ digital acumen is measured using the Digital Quotient (DQ), which enables us to adapt our strategy based on local office data.

Continuing to track progress and enhancing our digital skills quotient remains a crucial objective in realising our H2025 vision. It not only strengthens our credibility with clients, it also helps align MCI Institute’s efforts with the company’s strategic goals, and sets all of our talents up to help shape a more sustainable tomorrow.

The ever-changing digital landscape and our organisation’s specific needs will drive the DNA framework’s evolution. By staying adaptive and responsive, the framework will continue to empower our talent with the digital skills and mindset necessary to thrive in the digital era.

**BUILDING STRONG CONNECTIONS & FOSTERING GROWTH THROUGH MENTORSHIP**

In 2022, MCI Institute’s ‘Elevate’ Mentorship Programme expanded its capabilities in supporting our talents’ professional development and growth.

We introduced a dedicated online platform that uses AI for effective mentor/mentee matching, and to assist participants in preparing, capturing feedback, and rating the value of their meetings.

The platform also provides valuable data on participants’ goals and desired skills for development, enabling us to align our educational programme with specific participant needs, increasing its effectiveness and potential to provide growth.

In total, over 200 talents benefited from the programme, with 78% of the 60 pairings successfully completing the 6-month cycle, reflecting the overall commitment of mentors and mentees.

Looking ahead, we aim to build on the positive impact that mentorship has on our people, and Elevate will continue to play a vital role in our talent development initiatives.
Stories on learning and development

#KeepMovingForward through Virtual Global Academy

The business landscape that we work in today is in MCI Institute’s ‘Virtual Global Academy,’ is a live, three-day online-learning event offering live sessions on diverse business, industry, and personal development topics.

This immersive experience sees experts from both within mci group, and from the wider marketplace, sharing their wisdom and empowering our talent with valuable knowledge and skills for professional growth.

In 2022, the academy saw great global engagement, with 640 talents from over 28 countries joining online to learn, share, and discuss. We focused on four key topics: Compete, focusing on client needs; Transform, focusing on our approach to stakeholders; Look Far, centred around evolving our solutions portfolio; and Be Curious, emphasising the importance of nurturing growth mindsets to shape the future.

Moving forward, Academies will continue to serve as a means of building community within our organisation, keeping us up to date with developments in our industry, embracing our core values, and advancing our strategic vision.